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From the desk of

 the Principal

As Futuristic School, we diligently follow the
four pillars of education, endeavoring to groom
our students into becoming wholesome
personalities.We provide to student an
excellent infrastructure and other facilities
which  help the children to unleash their hidden
potential and improve their personality.We give
them  maximum opportunities and plethora of
activities to develop their skills .Our teachers
are trained in such a way that they in turn can
guide and nurture the students to understand
the world around them, develop an openness to
the knowledge of one's own and the others as
that is what keeps them away from ignorance.
The school believes in creativity and students
have always been given a canvas to paint on
the colours of life.Learning has become fun,
innovation is the silent mantra and everyone is
evolving in some way or the other. In such an
encouraging, enriching and evolutionary setup,
creative energy reaches a new crescendo and
takes vivid shapes each day.

When I see our children involved in
multiskilled activities, I often think
"Let us keep alive the children's
inborn sense of wonder, let us
arouse their curiosity to discover the
mystery of the world we live in." The
road ahead may be rocky, but we will
all traverse together facing each.
'Always walk through life As if you
have something New to learn and
you will'!

Dr. Vandana Tandon



YOUR PARAGRAPH TEXT

"Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow
belongs to those who prepare for it today." In the
capacity of chairperson of Kamal Model Sr. Sec.
School, I feel immense pride and gratitude in
announcing that the July Chronicles 2023 which
connects us as a Vibrant and close-knit community is
ready to communicate with all.
First and foremost, I would like to express my
appreciation to our dedicated teachers, whose
unwavering commitment and passion for education
continues to shape young minds. Your hard work and
guidance inspires  us  to scale  great heights and make
a positive impact on the world.
To our students, I want to say that you are the heart
and soul of our school. Your enthusiasm, curiosity,
and determination brightens the corridors and
classrooms each day. Keep striving for excellence and
embrace every opportunity to learn and grow.
As we navigate the challenges of the academic year,
let us remember the strength we find in unity.
Together, we can overcome any obstacle and
celebrate every success. Let us foster an inclusive
environment where everyone feels valued, respected,
and supported.
In our school, we have a tradition of nurturing not just
academic brilliance but also holistic development. Let
us continue to excel in sports, arts, and
extracurricular activities, allowing each individual to
explore their unique talents.

From the desk of 

the chairperson

Dr. Ved Prakash Tandon
Finally, I want to extend my gratitude to our
supportive parents and guardians. Your trust in
our school and partnership in your child's
education is invaluable. Together, we form a
strong foundation for their future success.
As we continue this journey of the new academic
year, let us remember that we are a family—a
community that cherishes knowledge,
compassion, and growth. With unity and
determination, we will continue to rise above
challenges and embrace success.
Thank you for your unwavering support, and I
look forward to witnessing our school
community to excel in the future.



Mrs. Sakshi Tandon

Mrs. Sakshi Tandon
Academic Director, KMS 
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ACADEMIC DIRECTOR
F R O M  T H E  D E S K  O F  

At KMS we strive to give every student the opportunity to express themselves. Each
child has his own unique quality and as an educator, it is our responsibility to nurture
and develop each learner in their schooling years. Our main motto is to prepare them for
the 21st century and adapt with the new education policy. We train them to build as the
unique creator. 

Children at KMS are exposed to a holistic approach where learning is exposed in the
variety of ways through play, drama, language, art, music  and movement . In the words
of our Hon’ble Prime Minister-
“The more we give importance to the skilled development, the more competent will be
our youth.”
  
We admire the globalized world and encourage our students to be persistent in their
quest for learning and acquiring requisite skills to excel in the upcoming years. For this
we have improvised our techniques, strategies and methodologies for developing their
multiple intelligence. As we all know-
    “Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to those
who prepare it today."

“EDUCATION IS NOT JUST ABOUT GOING TO SCHOOL AND GETTING A DEGREE. IT’S
ABOUT WIDENING YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND ABSORBING THE TRUTH ABOUT LIFE.”

Pramila Mishra











https://drive.google.com/file/d/18jHarcwZ4WhpCZ-odPgWNj_0XORCwEZ4/view?usp=sharing


G-20 aims at 'Learning for
Life'.Keeping in view the same
CENBOSEC issued a newsletter to
cover India's remarkable growth
in the field of Education.We are
proud to say,India has acquired a
special recognition with
unprecedented advancement by
exploring the new frontiers of
pedagogy,  enhancement of
Quality education and  helping
students make informed choices.
The Principal, Dr. Vandana
Tandon of Kamal Model Senior
Secondary School was also
fortunate to get a section in this
newsletter to share her plannings
and programs about' Career
Counselling and Skill Building -
The Need of the Hour. This article
presented the information about
the plethora of activities taken up
in the school like 'Workshop on
Personality Development ',Career
Fair and Psychometric Test etc to
prepare learners to address
contemporary challenges.This
article was appreciated by
everyone which motivated the
academicians to come up with
such articles in the future as well.

G20 LEARNING FOR LIFE

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18jHarcwZ4WhpCZ-odPgWNj_0XORCwEZ4/view?usp=sharing


https://drive.google.com/file/d/18jHarcwZ4WhpCZ-odPgWNj_0XORCwEZ4/view?usp=sharing


“EDUCATION IS THE PASSPORT TO THE FUTURE, FOR TOMORROW BELONGS TO THOSE WHO PREPARE IT TODAY."





https://youtu.be/SkELG4Kz9vE


Yugant is a play written by Mr. Mahesh Elkunchwar. It was directed by
Mr. Dhanjit Kashyap of Kamal Model Sr. Sec School and presented by
the students of Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School.

Yugant is a very interesting and an engaging drama whose theme is
based on a Marathi family going through a lot of troubles. Through this
play, we come to know about situations which one might face in life.
The quarrels in the house can cause a lot of damage. Through this
drama, we learn how children can go astray from their path due to the
carelessness of their parents. It throws light on the impact on family
when they lose the head of the family. In those emotional moments,.
the greed, jealousy, concerns of family members crop up leading to
rifts in the family. No matter how many rifts there are in the family
towards each other, but in the end only the family stays together in
difficult times and also helps one another.

On 22nd July we successfully performed the production at Rashtrapita
Mahatma Gandhi Auditorium, Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School in the
presence of our Cheif Guest, Mr. Sanjay Singh, Senior Defence
Journalist and Author also Senior Journalists Mr. Sulpani Singh, Mr.
Rakesh Singh and Mr. Amit Singh.



https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QAbM1xvdyZ_i_0--5Dr-xl67kLbuApfl/view?usp=sharing


 Students of Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School organised a very beautiful program on
the occasion of 'Guru Purnima'. It was indeed a lesson for all that one should
respect one's guru as they play an important role in our lives. The program was
presided by Dr.Nagender Solanki, Chairman, Venkateshwar Group of Schools Delhi
and Pune, Shri Vinod Babbar,  Patron, Ramleela Mahotsav Samiti and Editor,
Rashtra Kinkar, Mr. Vikas, The Managing Director, Sarv Dharam Sangam Channel,
Mr. Anand Jain, Educationist, Mr. Neeraj Shahi, Social Activist. The whole program
was also telecast live on Sarv Dharma Sangam Channel.

Students presented a melodious song and a scene from Ramcharitmanas which
depicted the importance of Gurus in a student's life. This program gave a lesson to
all the students that they should obey and respect their gurus as their Gurus are
the ones who always want to see them grow.

https://youtu.be/kZQtZy7gWTg


An offline workshop on the topic - CBP School Health and Wellness was conducted at
Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School, Mohan Garden on 1st and 2nd June, 2023. The workshop
was hosted and organized by our honorable Principal, Dr. Vandana Tandon as per the norms
of CBSE. The two Resource Persons of the workshop were Ms. Deepshikha Dandu, the
Principal of Columbia Foundation Sr. Sec. School, Vikaspuri and Ms. Mamta Gupta, the
Principal of Brain International School, Vikaspuri. CBSE Head COE, West Delhi - Mr. Yash
Kakkar connected virtually and guided the teachers with his wonderful words.

Firstly, the Resource Persons acquainted the teachers with the topic-School Health and
Wellness by taking a short brief of 11 modules based on the workshop. They amazingly
explained the importance of school health by taking numerous activities and indulging
everyone through their fun energizers and prominent activities. There were more than 50
teachers who attended the workshop. The Resource Persons made nine groups.

In the workshop, there were different materials that were given to all to incorporate the 
 creativity and understanding. Some of the handbooks, workbooks were also provided
before the session to give a short introduction related to the workshop.

Beginning from the first module that was Growing Up Healthy till Safe Use of Internet,
Gadgets and Media, the Resource Persons kept the participants fully engrossed in
activities. Topics such as Gender Equality, Interpersonal Relationships, Emotional Well-
being, Mental health and Violence, HIV, AIDS, Cyber Security, Use of Internet, Gadgets and
Media, etc. were discussed. Mainly, they talked about how to build self-esteem, promote
positive behavior and focus on holistic development when it comes to students. They talked
about the do’s and don'ts list related to School Health and Wellness.

The workshop was fruitful and a pleasure to attend. It also incorporated basic techniques in
our daily life teaching. It promoted development of healthy and non-threatening
environment in the school and it's surroundings for our students.
There were different scenarios, case studies and situations discussed based on regular
classroom practices for which suitable solutions were also discussed and provided by the
Resource Persons. They individually tried to incorporate healthy learning and training
program for the teachers who attended the workshop.

Capacity Building Program
WORKSHOP ON

School Health and Wellness



The workshop encompassed
discussions on physical,
emotional and social changes
during adolescence with
students and students also
took part in an optimistic tone.
Students asked their queries
over such sensitive topic which
are very vital for females. This
session encouraged the
participants to voice their
opinions and share their
challenges.

Various issues like puberty,
physical changes, coping with
distractions, mood swings,
menstrual cycle etc. were
discussed, wherein children
shed their inhibitions and
openly sought solutions to the
challenges faced by them.

The process of growing up brings
many challenges for adolescents.
Thus, at Kamal Model Sr. Sec.
School, Mohan Garden, we
recognised the issues faced by our
students and have been
empowering students through
various initiatives to help them
overcome these emotional and
physical tribulations. 

In pursuit of this goal, a workshop
on - Growing up Healthy was
organised on 18-19 July 2023 to
focus the physical, emotional and
social changes in adolescence. It 
 was conducted for girls of Classes
VI-VIII by our School Counsellors -
Mrs. Preeti Sinha and Megha
Wadhawan. 

WORKSHOP ON 
GROWING UP HEALTHY

https://youtu.be/3srRvmNuwFo


WORKSHOP ON
GOOD TOUCH-BAD TOUCH

Wisdom is giving children their wings, along with the
rudder of awareness to keep them safe from the

prying hands...
 

As a strong step towards making our children safe, Kamal Model Senior
Secondary School conducted a workshop in the school campus on the
topic of "GOOD TOUCH AND BAD TOUCH " on 4th of July, 2023.

The workshop was conducted by school counsellor Mrs. Preeti Sinha with
the objective of spreading awareness and educating children about good
and bad touch. 

In this workshop, The children learnt to identify the “No touch” areas and
understood well who are safe adults and whom to report whenever there is
an alarming situation.

They also learnt how to handle strangers and say ‘NO’ to unwanted touches
by running away from there and shouting out loud. They were taught to
inform about such happenings to the adults to whom they trust and
immediately report if they are told to hide the same from their parents.



The students understood the concept about safe /unsafe touch, safe circle,
Golden words by showcasing several videos followed by question and answer
round.

Colouring activities and takeaway worksheets for students were the part of
this workshop. This practical presentation helped our little ones to recognize,
safeguard and protect themselves against such dangers from an early age. 

The motto of the session was to enlighten the children that their body
belongs to them and they need to stay safe and secure.

Workshop was so knowledgeable and thoughtful. Children enjoyed the
session a lot while learning an important aspect of life. Overall, it was a very
interactive and interesting session. A token of gratitude was proposed to the
resource person for imparting the valuable knowledge.



They should keep themselves updated and always think out of 
 the box for the holistic development of every child.The
educators have to work towards reducing anxiety, peer
pressure and lack of concentration in this information boom
digital era. It is in best practice to inculcate guided digital,
creative, experimental learning and leadership qualities in each
ward to face the growing competitive world. The specific
emphasis was given to the language teachers who have to
improve language skills beyond text books.

WORKSHOP ON MENTORING
THE MENTORS

THE THREE DAYS WORKSHOP ORGANISED BY 

ITL PUBLIC SCHOOL DWARKA, NEW DELHI

The session was highly informative and
interesting. In these interactive sessions, the
teachers learnt about implementation of the
policies and domains of NEP 2020 and NCF 2023
in school by following guidelines in detail. The key
points of this workshop were- 
Educators should include fun filled activities as
learning procedure in Pre-Primary and Primary
wing to make it interesting and easy for children.
The framing of teaching learning materials should
provide benefits to all types of beneficiaries in all
manners.

Teachers need to be empowered to improve their potential through regular training. 
So, the need to implement STEP (Systematic Training and Educational Program) was
felt.The goal of NCF focuses on physical, social, mental and emotional development,
growth of positive attitudes, cognitive level reasoning ,language and literature
improvement. The teachers should emphasize on learning with a happy mindset. 'I
DO, WE DO, YOU DO' pedagogy following the PANCH KOSHA was emphazised.

JUNE 26 TO JUNE 28, 2023

https://youtu.be/IkCdaY59j4k


Students of class IX attended a life skill workshop on 'Bullying and Cyber-bullying'
under the guidance of our Counsellor Ms. Preeti Sinha on 25 July 2023. The
objectives of the workshop were to enhance students' presentation and
communication skills; to nurture attentive listening skills; to enhance writing skills
and to express oneself in ones own words. 
There were ice-breaker activities in which students were asked to describe the
pictures shown followed by detailed discussion on meanings, effects and measures
to end bullying and cyber-bullying. Real life incidents were also discussed with
students where they also got the opportunity to share any of their own
experiences on bullying or cyber-bullying.
Students really enjoyed the workshop as they also got to know the meaning and
difference between their ideal self and real self. Students learnt that one should
always focus on skills and abilities rather than appearances. Students were asked
to make 'Citizenship Project' through which they would learn to stand out amongst
the odds. The workshop was completely a one to one interaction with all the
students which was enjoyed by them and turned out to be an informative and
important one in this changing world.

WORKSHOP ON 
CYBER-BULLYING



Then, the students performed an enthusiastic and motivational song. Later, the
Principal Dr.Vandana Tandon also delivered a few words of wisdom. The program
continued with the announcement of 8 main Office Bearers – Head Boy, Head Girl,
Vice Head Boy, Vice Head Girl, two Sports Captains and two Vice Sports Captains .
The program proceeded by the introduction of the four houses- Gandhi House,
Vivekananda House , Nehru House and Subhash House. Each house had two House
Incharges and one Vice House Incharge, followed by their House Captain ,Vice
House Captains and Prefects. All the Coordinators from nursery to 12th were also
honored for doing an exceptionally good job in managing the school. Then ten clubs
and three committees were also honoured. Their names were-- Enigma Fortnite,
Elegant Talkies, Srijan club, Health and Wellness club, Green Panthers, Figuriesta
club, The Rising Sports Stars, Electoral Literacy Club, Innovation Club and Crazy
Artsy club. -Travel and tourism committee. Road and Safety committee, and
Counselling Committee.

On 29th May 2023, Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School
organised it’s Investiture Ceremony in which
students were formally invested with different
offices. The ceremony started with the welcome
of the Chairperson,  Dr.V.P.Tandon on the stage.
The program proceeded with the lighting of
lamp to seek The blessings of Maa Saraswati.
Later the students performed a dance on
Ganesh Vandana. The chairperson Dr.
V.P.Tandon delivered a motivational speech. 

“Leadership is not about titles,
positions or flowcharts. It’s about
one’s life influencing the other.” 
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KABADDI INTERHOUSE TOURNAMENT
2023-2024

DATE- 20TH MAY 2023

VENUE – KAMAL MODEL SR. SEC. SCHOOL,
MOHAN GARDEN, NEW DELHI 110059



An Inter House Kabbadi Tournament was held on 20th May
2023,at Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School, Mohan Garden, New Delhi.

The tournament was conducted successfully with the support of
our Principal, Dr. Vandana Tandon who always promotes sports
and overall development of an individual. Special thanks was
extented to the Chief Guest, Mr. Puneet, Head of Zone 18.His
kind presence in the tournament encouraged everybody and
made players more confident in their struggles. 

The whole tournament was well organized by Mrs. Poonam
Shokeen, PET.



TUG OF WAR

At Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School, Mohan
Garden Inter House Tug of war
Tournament, 2023-24 was held on 29th
May 2023.

The tournament was successful with the
support of our Principal Dr. Vandana
Tandon who always promotes Sports and
overall development of an individual.
Special thanks to our Chief Guest Mr.
Vijay Gahlot, the National Team Incharge
of Tug-of-War.
His kind presence in the tournament
encouraged us a lot and made players
more confident in their struggles. 
The whole tournament was well
organised By Mr. Vishal Kumar, H.O.D,
Physical Education Department.

Sports are an important element of
a students' growth and
development. They aid in the
growth of psychological well-being
as well as bodily health.
Participating in sports and activities
can help a kid develop a variety of
skills, experience, and confidence
that will help them develop their
character



TAEKWONDO INTERHOUSE TOURNAMENT
2023-2024 

 
Participating in sports and activities can help a

kid to develop a variety of skills, experiences, and
confidence that will help them to develop their

character.
 

At Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School, Mohan Garden, New Delhi
The Rising Sports Stars Club activity,

held on 22 July 2023.
 



The whole activity was well organised by
Mr. Vishal Kumar, H.O.D, PET.

• The activity began with the Introduction
of Taekwondo along with the skills required
and the specialization in it.
• The students were introduced about how 
 Taekwondo can be pursued as a career
option.
• The senior Taekwondo players were
invited to the event who shared their
personal experiences. They guided and
motivated the juniors to indulge in various
extra-curricular activities besides their
studies as it is beneficial to improve their
physical and mental health and stability.
•The warm up session was performed from
10:10a.m to 10:30 a.m.
• Thereafter,  the first match was conducted
at 11:00am. 
• The second match was started in which a
group of 3 to 5  students of different houses
showcased their memory power and
representation skills by performing 
 poomsae(first decade).
•It ended with the appreciation of all the
students for their great efforts and making
the activity successful.
Learning Outcome:The impact of team work
made students to manage their confidence as
well as enhanced their creativity. The program
also helped students to be disciplined and
expressive.



HANDBALL INTERHOUSE TOURNAMENT
2023-2024 

Our school has organised an Inter - House Handball
Competition for class 6th to 12th students. Students
representing different houses such like - Vivekananda House,
Subhash House, Nehru House and Gandhi House. 

Today we had different colours in the ground showcasing
courage, enthusiasm, zeal, potential and spirit. Our students
began the competition with a toss and worked tirelessly to win
the competition. 

The most important highlights of our competition were the two
chief guests - Mr. Shamsher Singh and Mr. Mahender Singh
Dagar who were appreciated and welcomed by our honourable
principal ma'am - Dr. Vandana Tandon ma'am and chairman sir
- Dr. Ved Tandon. 

They not only acted as a part of this competition but also
motivated our students with their valuable words.

The competition was one on one- all the teams were passionate
to win, but as we all know, only one takes the trophy. Thus,
after having such graceful competition, Gandhi House took the
trophy at their home. 



HANDBALL INTERHOUSE TOURNAMENT
2023-2024 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1F_HAkG6JfeoHlba28iHx2w-qRh4dirNt/view?usp=sharing


INTERHOUSE BASKETBALL
COMPETITION

Inter House Basketball Tournament, 2023-24 was
held on 27th May 2023.

The tournament was extremely successful under the
guidance and  support of our Principal, Dr. Vandana
Tandon. The Chief Guest of the day   Mr. Ajay Dalal,
Commonwealth Medalist in Taekwondo, was kind
enough to grace the occasion with his presence. He
encouraged the players with his motivational words. 
The whole tournament was well organised by Mr.
Naman Arora, PET.



ATHLETICS INTERHOUSE TOURNAMENT 2023-24 

The tournament was successful with the support of our
Principal Ma'am Dr. Vandana Tandon who always promotes

Sports and Over all development of an individual. 
 

Special thanks to our Chief Guest Dr. Shilpi Jain (Assistant
Professor in Indira Gandhi Institute of Physical Education and

Sports Sciences, Vikas Puri, University of Delhi).
Her kind presence in the tournament, encouraged us a lot and

made Players more confident in their struggles for life. 
 

The whole Inter-House Athletics Meet is well Organised By Mrs.
Anita Saini (Physical Education Teacher of the Institution).

 
Sports are an important Element of a student's growth and

development. 
 

Physical Activities are valuable  Aid for the growth with
psychological well-being as well as bodily health. 

 
Participation in sports activities can help kids. It is useful for

the development of a variety of skills, experience, and
confidence that will help them develop their character.



ATHLETICS INTERHOUSE TOURNAMENT 2023-24 



INTER SCHOOL
COMPETITION WINNERS

Aarjoo Parmar and Muskan
Joshi of class 9th were

awarded "Verbal Mention" & 
 "Special Mention" for their

excellent performance in
Aspiratio MUN at Bal Bhavan
Public school, Mayur Vihar. 
 Muskan Joshi also bagged

best Verbal Mention in IYMUN

Muskan Joshi

         
     Class-X         

     
Muskan Joshi

         
     Class-X         

     

"Everyone has the fire, but the champions know when to ignite the spark."
Keeping with the aforesaid, our students, Arjoo Parmar, Aprameya, 

 Riyanshi of class 8th,Muskan Joshi of class 10th and Smita Kapuria of
class XI H as young leaders of Kamal Model Sr. Secondary School created

remarkable legacy for themselves as well as school by winning titles.
 

Arjoo Parmar

         
     Class-IX         

    
Arjoo Parmar

         
     Class-IX         

    



Read for More Info

INTER SCHOOLCOMPETITION
WINNERS

Apermeya of class 8th
received award  and cash
prize of   1000 for the best

delegate in France FIFA.
(MUN organised by IYMUN)Apermeya

         
     VIII     

         
 

Apermeya

         
     VIII     

         
 

Riyanshi of Class-8th.
received award cash prize 
 500 for the most  positive
attitude as a delegate of
Somalia in UNIDO in IYMUN

Riyanshi

         
     VIII     

         
 Riyanshi

         
     VIII     

         
 

Smita Kapuria  of class
11th received Special

Mention in "MUN"
Conducted by St. Cecilia

school.  She
demonstrated her hold
and expertise on the

subject of Indian Press
in "Model UNITED NATION"

SM
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A K
APURIA
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Mr. Mohit
Chauhan            

 Award 🥇 for Innovative
Practices of Teaching

and Learning at Apeejay
School,Saket

 

Sharvi

 Sharvi of class XII A won
Consolation Prize for

Mathematics Extempore
at Apeejay School Saket

Aanya of class 10th won 2nd  
Position in an on-line

competition "Let the Words
Flow"  in Bosco Public

School, Paschim Vihar, New
Delhi.

INTER SCHOOL
COMPETITION WINNERS



RADIO SHOW
The students of Kamal Model Senior Secondary School
participated in the Inter-School Competition " Sankalan of
Witpicks " held in Kalka Public School. It is an immense pleasure
to inform that Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School secured the First
Position in this event. It was an ' Exclusive School Radio Show'
based on the theme ' Be a Change Maker'. In this event the
students were instructed  to record a short video of 3 minutes in
the form of a Radio Show highlighting any one theme out of the
three SDG goals i.e Quality Education, Zero Hunger and Gender
Equality .We chose the theme of Gender Equality and presented
a heart touching story of a transgender which was liked by
everyone.The winners of the event are as follow:-
1) *Ishana Garg - 12E 
2) Shikha - 12E 
3) Ayushi - 11A* 
Teacher Incharge- Ms. Mamta Raghav

https://youtu.be/DT8bf1r3XAc


YOUR PARAGRAPH TEXT

The challenge was to build a robot competent enough to battle
with other robots in the Robo War challenge. Competitors
brought their wireless or wired robots ready to battle in one-
on-one matches where the aim was to deal maximum damage
or to push the opponent’s robot off the arena to score
maximum points. The robots could be manual or autonomous.
As Kamal Model School has its own Robotics lab, students of
KMS practice and build Robots in the Robotics lab as a fun filled 
learning activity.  As a result Harsh Thakur, Aditya, Krish of
Class XII bagged Special Prize  in Robo War event which was
held in Gyan Mandir Public School. 

 
 

ROBO WARSROBO WARS

INTER SCHOOLCOMPETITION
WINNERS

HARSH THAKUR ADITYA KRISH



YOUR PARAGRAPH TEXT

HARSH THAKUR DAKSH

 
The challenge was to build a program in which we will

provide input for an email and as an output the program will
send data to the accepted email.   Harsh Thakur and Daksh

of XII left no opportunity to participants in the Code Warrior
event and bagged 3rd Prize.  The event was held in 

Gyan Mandir Public School. 
 
 

INTER SCHOOL
COMPETITION WINNERS

CODE
WARRIORS



Winners of Nukad Natak

Pushpendar 9th A 
Aarjoo 9th A 
Nishant 9th B 
Aakriti 9th E 
Hitanshi 9th E 
Harshit 9th B 
Nithik 9th B 
Mayank 9th c 
Shreya 9th c 
Monika 9th E 
Aditi 9th D 
Ananya 9th D 
Yatharth 9th F 
Vivek 9th F

"Kamal Model Senior
Secondary school

participated in inter school
competition   and brought
Laurel to school by their
fabulous performances.
They won positions in

different categories for the
event mentioned below in

ASN Senior Secondary G 20
fest:

Nukkad Natak- The
students  of class 9th won
3rd position. 

INTER SCHOOL
COMPETITION WINNERS

https://youtu.be/ScJYtfFpvmk


INTER SCHOOL
           WINNERS

Year 2023-2024 THE ALTAIRE
July chronicles

ASN Senior Secondary School - G20 International Fest
Competition Name - BUILT FOR 'HER' (Model Making)
Date - 21st July, 2023
Venue - ASN Senior Secondary School, Mayur Vihar, New Delhi.
🔸 Consolation Prize 🏆
Class VIII
🔸Name of the Participants:
1. Avni Sharma - VIII - A
2. Shruti Rani - VIII - A
ASN Senior Secondary School had organised a model making competition in G20
International Fest, the name of the competition was Built for 'Her'. 
Students were asked to prepare an eco-friendly women society, wherein students
were appreciated and applauded for their creativity and innovative ideas. 
About 20 schools participated in the competition. Participants of Kamal Model  Sr.
Sec. School won the Consolation Prize
Teacher Guide -
Ms. Vismita Virmani



On 20th June 2023, Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School Mohan Garden organized a
heartwarming and joyous Mother's Day (Mom's Joyful Jamboree) celebration
to honor and appreciate all the mothers and the mother figures who play a
significant role in a student's life. The event aimed to express gratitude and
recognize the invaluable contributions of mothers in shaping the future
generation.

The Mother's Day celebration at Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School was a delightful
occasion filled with love, creativity, and emotions. The school staff, teachers,
and students collaborated to create a memorable experience for all the
mothers present on the occasion.

MOTHER'S DAY
CELEBRATION

The celebration commenced with A Special Assembly in the school's main hall for
expressing their love. The heartfelt performances touched the hearts of everyone
present there.
 
To strengthen the bond between mothers and their children, many interactive
activities were arranged. Through games, these activities provided opportunities
for mothers and children to spend quality time together.

The Mother's Day celebration was a resounding success, as it allowed students to
express their love and gratitude towards their mothers. The event fostered a sense
of appreciation and respect for the tireless efforts and selfless love that mothers
shower upon their children. It was a day filled with love, laughter, and happy
memories that will remain etched in the hearts of all who attended it. The
celebration reminded everyone of the profound role which mothers play in
nurturing and shaping the future generation, and it left a lasting impression on the
school community.



Yoga is a physical, mental and spiritual practice
which originated in India. It symbolises the union of
body, mind and soul. 21st June has been declared as
the International Yoga Day by United Nations so,
every year we celebrate it with a great zeal and
enthusiasm.
We, at Kamal Model Senior Secondary School also
celebrated the 9th International Yoga Day. On this
occasion, many students and teachers gathered in
the school premises and performed various yoga
asanas. It was an endeavour to create awareness
among students about the benefits of yoga. The
event started with a prayer followed by Shitlikaran
Abhyas. After that many yoga asanas were
performed like Tarasana, Trikonasana, Ardhchakra
Asana, Bhujangasana and many more. After that,
Kapalbhati and Pranayama were also done by  the
students, followed by Dhyan ,Sankalp and Shanti
path. The theme for this year is - 'Yoga for Vasudhev
Kutumbkam' and the domestic tagline for
International Day of Yoga 2023 is-' Har Aangan Yog'.
This was an effort by our school students to make
everyone realize the significance of practicing yoga
for overall development, welding and enduring
sustainable lifestyle. The event was a huge success.

YOGA DAY
~June 21st, 2023



REPORT ON 
TIGER'S DAY ASSEMBLY

Tiger is the national animal of India and in order to conserve tigers,
certain conservative measures should be undertaken. In order to bring
awareness amongst all, a Special Assembly on Tiger's Day was observed
on 31st July, 2023 in the school auditorium by the students of Kamal 
 Model Senior Secondary School.  The assembly was graced by the
presence of Academic Directors Mrs. Sakshi Tandon and Mrs. Pramila
Mishra. The students from all classes expressed their views and tried to
create awareness through various genres like enactment, documentary,
panel discussion, Nukkad Natak, song, mime and  many more. Even the
children with special needs tried to spread awareness of saving tigers in
their own way. A pledge was also taken for conserving this endangered
species so as the ecological balance could be maintained for the
coming generations. The inspiring and appreciable words of the
Academic Director Mrs. Sakshi Tandon boosted up the spirit of all 
 performers. The Special Assembly ended with The National Anthem



ALPHABET GAME ACTIVITY

Playing games with the
alphabets is a fun way to
learn. Through this activity
children learnt the
alphabets in a funny and
interactive way.
It developed their gross
motor skills and critical
thinking.
The purpose of this activity
was to familiarize the
students with the
alphabets, reciting,
identifying, and producing
the sounds of the
individual letters. 
While some children learn
to read without possessing
these skills, for most
children these skills are
prerequisites for reading
readiness.

Good health and well-
being
 Partnership for the goals.

Sports and games have
always been an integral part
of India’s rich culture and
history. Sadly, today’s kids
are so engrossed in playing
video games that traditional
games like Kabaddi, Gilli-
danda etc. have been 
completely forgotten. Gone
are the days when kids
simply couldn’t wait to go out
and play a few rounds 
of Pithoo or Kith-Kith
(Hopscotch) with their
friends.
To cherish all those old
memories in our kindergarten
we organised Bagless Day on
Saturday i.e 22 July, 2023 in
which we played different
indigenous games i.e indoor
and outdoor games with our
little munchkins.
SDG goals - 





REPORT ON
PAPER BAG ACTIVITY

To boost the creative and
inventive skills in the
students, a Paper Bag
Making activity was 
 conducted. Making beautiful
paper bags in different
shapes and sizes proved to
be a simple yet intriguing
activity. The fun-filled
activity inspired young
Presidians to contribute to
the Mother Nature by using
paper bags and saying 'No' to
plastic bags. By and large,
students showcased their
creativity and artistic skills
by making attractive paper
bags and decorating them
vibrantly.

https://youtu.be/IkWGfMyFWSA


WORLD EMOJI DAY

Emoji is a small digital icon that
says everything, without words.
World Emoji Day is a celebration
of all emoji’s. The purpose of
World Emoji Day is to promote
the use of emoji’s and spread the
enjoyment that they bring to all
around us.
Students of class 1, celebrated
World Emoji Day on July 17, 2023
in Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School.
Children were also made aware of
the fact that the color stands for
freshness, positivity and
intellect. The day began with a
fun-filled introduction
concerning the color yellow.
Students made cute yellow
bookmarks with different emoji’s
drawn on the them. They even
spoke few lines about the emoji’s
they made. Bookmarks were
chosen as the class activity
because they helped the
students to keep track of their
reading, keep the books in good
condition, and nurture regular
reading habits.
It was indeed a visual treat to see
the impact of the celebration on
our little angels. It was an
amazing learning experience for
the young ones as well.



Conservation refers to the responsible management of the
environment and it's resources for present and the future.
 
Students of class 2, celebrated The World Nature
Conservation Day on July 28, 2023 in Kamal Model Sr. Sec.
School. Children were made aware about the conservation of
natural resources. The day began with a fun-filled
introduction concerning our natural resources like forest,
water, minerals etc. It was followed by paper craft activity.
They spoke few lines about the paper craft that they made.
They were encouraged to minimise the massive damage that
humans have already caused to the environment by planting
trees. The assembly concluded with a video showing the use
of technology to conserve our natural resources.
It was indeed a visual treat to see the impact of the
celebrations on our little angels. It also encouraged to
maintain the campus clean by maintaining 3Rs which are
Reduce, Reuse and Recycle

WORLD NATURE
CONSERVATION DAY



REPORT ON 
WORLD POPULATION DAY

“To save the world, to protect the tomorrow,
we have to control the population today.”

World Population Day is an annual event
observed every year on 11th of July to
spread awareness not only about the
increasing population, its impact on society
and environment but also educating the
public to control it.
The students of Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School,
Mohan Garden of class IV conducted a
Nukkad Natak, to spread awareness on
various population issues such as the
importance of family planning, gender
inequality, poverty, maternal health and
human rights.

https://youtu.be/4cBqi9WBI0U?feature=shared


PAIRED STATE DELHI - SIKKIM ||
EKATMAK SANSKARAN BOARD

DECORATION ACTIVITY

To enhance the critical
thinking , self confidence, co-
ordination, team work,
collaboration, creative skill,
life Skills, etc. among our
students, our school  organised
an Ekatmak Sanskaran Board
Decoration activity as 
 School/Class Board plays an
important role in the life of
each student. 

Delhi and Sikkim have so many
similarities. The states carry
out activities to promote a
sustained and structured
cultural connection in the
areas of language learning,
culture, traditions & music,
tourism & cuisine, sports and
sharing of best practices, etc.

Our Students participated in
the activity with full
enthusiasm and made so many
beautiful masks, posters,
designs, monuments, painting,
dresses, food, etc to make the
school board more beautiful.

https://youtu.be/vxnlG67hxFs


PLASTIC POLLUTION AND CHALLENGE
ACTIVITY

DIRECTORATE OF EDUCATION GNCT OF DELHI
DELHI STATE TIDE TURNERS PLASTIC CHALLENGE

Summit 2023 in collaboration with UN – Environment Program.
PLASTIC POLLUTION AND CHALLENGE ACTIVITY

Plastic is a threat to our environment because a single plastic takes up to 1000
years to decompose as it contains non-renewable petrochemicals. Hence,
plastic will stay for a more extended period and damage our Mother Nature. So,
in an attempt to protect this world, the students of Kamal Model Sen. Sec.
School , Mohan Garden actively participated in 'Save Yamuna drive'. Eco Bricks
were made by the students of our school and used as benches. The initiative was
taken up by the Eco Club of our school. We believe that it is important to save
our planet, for it is the only place we can call it our home and we must take every
necessary action to do that as early as possible. Our school is a true believer of
making the environment better with each passing day as it gives us countless
benefits that we can’t repay in our entire life. 

Honourable Chief Guest Mr. Himanshu Gupta , IAS Director (Education),GNCTD
presented the award of First Position to Kamal Model Sr. Secondary School
among top 30 champions. The guidance of our Principal, Dr. Vandana Tandon
made it possible to achieve this inevitable success for being fountain head
under UNEP Tide Turner Challenge 2023 among 194 schools in Delhi.

In view of this prestigious achievement of holding First Position Dr. V.P. Tandon,
the Chairperson of Kamal Model Senior Secondary School, Vandana
International School , Gurugram GlobalHeights School and Trinity Group of
Educational Institutions – Delhi NCR appreciated the Principal and teachers for
helping and motivating students to express their creative side and come out of
their shells.



Innovative Ways of Reducing Water
Pollution in Sikkim and Delhi 

 BY CLASS-7TH

In class 7th , an activity was conducted by the
school on the topic of innovative ways of
decreasing Water Pollution in Sikkim and Delhi.
The students did a complete research and
gathered the information about Water Pollution,
its causes and its effects and the measures for
reducing water pollution. The methodology used
for this activity was discussion and question
answer method.

The students had discussed the methods of water
pollution reduction along with the understanding
of what water pollution is , how it occurs and how
it makes an impact on human lives.

The students talked about the Monitoring Board
which is responsible for taking care of these issues  
addressing and resolving it in an organised
manner.
The students took active part in the activity with
full enthusiasm and confidence. They achieved the
goal of this activity through their understanding.

https://youtu.be/8GAQwNsBo64
















REPORT ON
SUMMER CAMP

Exploring our Heritage, Expressing our Creativity
 
 

I have a conviction that a few weeks spent in a well
organised summer camp may be of more value
educationally than a whole year of formal school work.
       -Charles W. Eliot

Kamal Model Senior Secondary School started summer
camp, “JIGYASA” from 18th of May and culminated on 3rd
of June 2023, as it believes Summer Camp is a great
opportunity to explore new things and dive deep into
areas that one loves.

The camp aimed at keeping the students engaged and
provided them an even platform to explore and express
their creativity in any form as per their interest. They not
only made memories while having fun but they were able
to overcome their fears, tried new things, pushed their
boundaries and realised their self sufficiency. They were
able to make new friends amidst lot of fun and learnt team
spirit and be more confident. They proved the saying,
“Alone we can do so little together we can do so much”.
Summer camp incredible weeks of fun filled learning and
recreation helped the students to gain several
transferable skills encouraging a well rounded healthy
lifestyle. 



REPORT ON
SUMMER CAMP

We believed that by diversifying the academic
enrichment, campers were given a meaningful learning
experience.
The school arranged several fruitful and enjoyable
activities which included Nature Walk, Dance, Music,
Cooking and Baking, Theatre, Sports, Art and Craft,
Tatto and Nail Art, Rain Dance, Outdoor Visit to ISKCON
Temple, Old age home  and Doll museum
The campus was a hub of learning amid fun,
rejuvenation, creation and reinforcement.
The school received an encouraging response and
appreciation from all parents who were excited and
amused to see their children brimming with talent on
the last day of Summer Camp where school added 
 cherry on the cake by organising healthy and pleasant
day for the parents that included YOGA and AEROBIC
session and COMMUNITY BRUNCH to enjoy with
teachers and their wards with good vibes in sunny
weather with great music.
School Principal Mrs. Vandana Tandon applauded the
efforts of the students and encouraged the budding
scholars to trudge the distinct ways to develop their
talent for their holistic growth in future ahead.



GLIMPSES



GLIMPSES



BAGLESS DAY (22nd JULY-2023)







INTER- HOUSE CLUB *ACTIVITIES' WINNERS.
(JULY'2023) 

  
 1.  INNOVATION CLUB- GANDHI HOUSE

 2. ELECTORAL LITERACY CLUB - VIVEKANANDA
HOUSE

 3 . SRIJAN CLUB- GANDHI HOUSE
 4 . FIGURIESTA CLUB - NEHRU HOUSE
 5. ELEGANT TALKIES- GANDHI HOUSE

 6 . ENIGMA FORTNITE- SUBHASH HOUSE
 7 . GREEN PANTHER- SUBHASH HOUSE

 8. HEALTH AND WELLNESS -SUBHASH HOUSE
 9. THE RISING SPORTS STARS- GANDHI HOUSE

 10. * CRAZY ARTSY-* SUBHASH HOUSE
  

 OVER ALL WINNER(JULY) 
 GANDHI HOUSE
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WINNERS OF INTERHOUSE
 CLUB ACTIVITIES JULY-2023



EDITORIAL BOARDEDITORIAL BOARDEDITORIAL BOARD

 
DAKSH 

12A

Being part of the Editorial Board was an enrichingBeing part of the Editorial Board was an enrichingBeing part of the Editorial Board was an enriching
experience for us, as it allowed us to develop leadershipexperience for us, as it allowed us to develop leadershipexperience for us, as it allowed us to develop leadership
skills, teamwork, and a deeper understanding of theskills, teamwork, and a deeper understanding of theskills, teamwork, and a deeper understanding of the
publishing process. It was also an excellent opportunity forpublishing process. It was also an excellent opportunity forpublishing process. It was also an excellent opportunity for
us to bring to surface our talents in the fields of creativity,us to bring to surface our talents in the fields of creativity,us to bring to surface our talents in the fields of creativity,
designing and composing content enriched with text,designing and composing content enriched with text,designing and composing content enriched with text,
pictures and videos.pictures and videos.pictures and videos.

Hope that the Editorial Board succeeded in maintainingHope that the Editorial Board succeeded in maintainingHope that the Editorial Board succeeded in maintaining
journalistic integrity and the highest standards ofjournalistic integrity and the highest standards ofjournalistic integrity and the highest standards of
reporting.reporting.reporting.

ISHANA GARG
 12 E

DEV ARORA
12G 




